A. How do I analyze AIP eligibility for my current students?

1. From your home page click on the ‘Reports’ icon.
2. From the ‘Student Performance’ page, click on the ‘Student Analysis’ tab.

AIP eligibility for 1st grade only is determined by Fall 2014-15 Performance Level scores.
Math: Pending district decision for assessment process and/or procedure.
AIP eligibility guidelines will be determined by September 12, 2014.
Reading DIBELS Composite score for students who score 96 or below.

Information included on the report: Spring 2013-14 DRA2 and Math PIA Performance Levels

Information included on the report: Spring 2013-14 Reading and Math SBA Performance Levels

Information included on the report: Spring 2014 Reading and Math SBA and RIA Performance Levels
AIMS Essentials - Three Clicks to an AIP Eligibility Report

4. An alphabetical list of your current students and the Performance Levels on the specified assessments appears.

5. To ‘Sort’ the list from low to high level or score, simply click on the column heading for the scores of interest and AIMS will automatically rearrange the list.

6. **2014-2015 Academic Improvement Plan (AIP) Overview & Guidelines:**

   **Assessments and Guidelines to Determine Eligibility:**

   **Current 1st grade student eligibility** is determined by the Fall 2014-15
   - Math: Pending district decision for assessment process and/or procedure.
   - AIP eligibility guidelines will be determined by September 12, 2014.
   - DIBELS Composite score for students who score 96 or below

   **Current 2nd and 3rd grade student eligibility** is determined by the Spring 2013-14
   - Math Primary Interim Assessment (PIA) use teacher discretion to determine Performance Level score
   - Reading DRA2 for students who score Beginning Step

   **Current 4th grade student eligibility** is determined by the Spring 2013-14
   - Math/Reading NM SBA for students who score Beginning Step

   **Current 5th – 8th grade student eligibility** is determined by Spring 2013-14
   - Using both of the following assessments:
     - Math/Reading RIA for students who score Needs Improvement and
     - Math/Reading NM SBA for students who score Beginning Step

B. What are the 2014-2015 AIP dates to develop, document, and upload student AIPs?

   1. Important Dates for AIPs:
      - **December 12, 2014:** All AIPs are developed and data documentation is in progress.
      - **May 15, 2014:** All AIPs are uploaded to AIMS.

C. Where can I go to find additional information on AIPs?

   1. Review the following documents located on the AIMS website under AIP Resources.
      - 2014-2015 Academic Improvement Plan (AIP) Overview & Guidelines
      - AIP Upload Instructions
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